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BASICS OF INTERNAL CONTROL
Definition and Objectives of Internal Control
The Internal Control Integrated Framework published by The Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations (COSO) is the recognized standard for establishing internal controls.
COSO defines internal control as:
“a process, effected by an entity’s board of directors, management and other personnel,
designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of objectives in
the following categories:




Effectiveness and efficiency of operations
Reliability of Financial Reporting
Compliance with applicable laws and objectives”

The first objective deals with the entity’s achievement of basic business objectives. The
second refers to the reliability of financial information (both internal and external) that is
used by decision makers. The third deals with complying with laws, regulations, and
policies.
Five Components of Internal Control
Under the COSO model a system of internal controls is a process that is made up of
five interrelated components. All are applicable to organizations of any size or type, but
organizations can apply them in different ways. The five components are aimed at
achieving one or more of the objectives listed above. The five components are:
Control Environment
The control environment is the “tone” of the organization and is the foundation for all
other controls. Some of the factors that affect the control environment are the
integrity, ethical values, morale, and competence of the entity’s employees; style of
management; organizational structure; clear assignment of authorities, duties and
responsibilities; the industry and business environment in which the organization
operates; economic and regulatory events; and the attentiveness of governing
bodies. One of the largest factors influencing the control environment in an
organization is the “tone at the top”. This is a term that is used to define
management’s leadership and commitment towards openness, honesty, integrity,
and ethical behavior.
Risk Assessment
All organizations and levels within an organization face a myriad of operating risks.
Risks affect the organization’s ability to survive, successfully compete, maintain
financial strength and positive public image, and to maintain the quality of services
and products. This component deals with the organizations ability to identify risks
that could impede achievement of the operating goals and objectives and to mitigate
exposure to those risks to acceptable levels.
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Control Activities
These are policies and procedures that have been put in place to ensure that
management’s directives are carried out. This is the component that most people
consider when they think of “internal controls”. Examples of control activities include
reviews of performance and exception reports, approvals and authorizations of
transactions, proper segregation of duties, physical safeguards, maintaining proper
documentation to support financial transactions, reconciliations, IT Access and
Security Controls, and information system controls (logs, check totals, etc.)
Control activities should be established so as to mitigate identified risks in achieving
the objectives of the COSO framework.
Information and Communication
This component concerns the way in which information is communicated throughout
the organization. Communication is essential for achieving all three of the objectives
outlined in the COSO framework.
Monitoring
All internal control systems and processes change over time. Some controls
continue to evolve. However, some may lose effectiveness because they are no
longer performed, are not consistently applied, or are applied incorrectly. This may
be the result of training, staff turnover, lack of management response and attention
to violations of control, time or resource constraints, or any number of other reasons.
Because of this, controls must be monitored. This is typically done in two ways, on
an ongoing basis and on a periodic basis. Ongoing monitoring is typically done
during regular operations. Separate monitoring is typically performed by auditors,
peer reviewers, or through self-assessments.
Who Is Responsible For Internal Controls?
The State of Idaho, the State Board of Education and Boise State University have
established the above components of internal controls that apply to all programs at the
University. The President, Provost, Vice Presidents, Deans, Directors, Department
Chairs, Business Managers, etc. are responsible for establishing controls within their
areas that apply specifically to their operations of their unit All employees are ultimately
responsible for adhering to established controls and for identifying ways to improve
overall controls in their areas.
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TONE AT THE TOP
What is the “Tone at the Top”?
“Tone at the Top” is a term that is used to define management’s leadership and
commitment towards openness, honesty, integrity, and ethical behavior. It is the most
important component of the control environment. The tone at the top is set by all levels
of management and has a trickle-down effect on all employees of the University. If the
tone set by management upholds honesty, integrity and ethics, employees are more
likely to uphold those same values.
Setting a Proper Tone at the Top
 Lead By Example:
Setting the proper tone starts with managers at all levels leading by example and
with integrity. Leaders should demonstrate through their own actions their
commitment to honesty, ethical strength, reliability, and fairness. Management
cannot act without these qualities and expect others in the University to behave
differently.
 Communicating and Promoting Ethics and Values:
Management must clearly communicate its ethics and values throughout the area
they manage. These values could be communicated formally through written
codes of conduct and policies, staff meetings, memos, etc or informally during
day to day operations.
 Reporting: Another step management must take is to create a path for
employees who are witnessing unethical behavior to be able to report such
behavior. Employees are responsible to report such activity to management and
should feel safe from retaliation. Managers should make their employees aware
of the University Reporting Line (contact IAAS).
 Reward Integrity: Management within the University should always reward
employees who demonstrate honesty and integrity. Doing so will help
communicate management’s commitment to this behavior and will encourage
others to act in the same fashion. This will promote integrity within the University
and have a positive influence on others.
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ENVIRONMENT/TONE AT THE TOP
Yes
1

Department Managers effectively communicate a commitment to integrity
and ethics throughout your Department. This communication is done
through both words and actions.

2

Your Department has a written mission statement and has established clear
operational objectives and goals. These tie into the main mission statement
and objectives of the University.

3

Department Management has prepared a set of written Department
procedures and a Department Code of Conduct. These have been
implemented, are up to date, enforced, and supplement existing University
policies and procedures.

4

Department Management has communicated its expectations that all
employees adhere to established Department procedures as well as to
University policies and procedures.

5

Department Management has analyzed and prioritized the tasks that need to
be performed in order to carry out the Department's operations.

6

Department Managers do not pressure or encourage employees to break
rules or find "work arounds" to policies and procedures.

7

Department Managers do not put employees under pressure to achieve
unattainable performance goals.

8

Department Management expects all employees to deal honestly and fairly
with each other, other University Departments, students, and outside parties.

9

Coworkers in your Department pressure each other to act honestly and to do
the right thing.

10

Department Managers deal with personnel problems and issues in a timely
and appropriate manner.

11

Department Managers and employees rarely circumvent or override
established University controls. If controls are overridden or circumvented
management documents and provides adequate explanation as to why.

12

Deviations from established policies, procedures or controls are investigated,
resolved, and documented in a timely and appropriate manner.

13

Department Management takes appropriate and timely steps of remedial
action in response to inappropriate departures from statutes, rules, approved
policies and procedures, and codes of conduct. Management also
communicates such remedial action throughout the Department.

14

Department Managers are proactive about identifying weaknesses in your
Department's operations and working quickly to correct them.

15

Job descriptions on file with University Human Resource Services are up to
date, provide clear duties, assign appropriate responsibility for completing
needed tasks, and establish clear lines of authority.

16

Employee evaluations provide constructive criticism and feedback on each
employees' knowledge and skills exhibited in performing their jobs.
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No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ENVIRONMENT/TONE AT THE TOP
Yes
17

Your Department has a structured Department orientation for new
employees, and all new hires are required to complete it.

18

Employees have the knowledge and skills needed to effectively and
efficiently perform their job duties.

19

Quality training opportunities are provided to employees in your Department
to improve existing skills and provide new skills needed in performance of job
duties.

20

Staffing is adequate to ensure that both operational and administrative
activities are carried out.

21

Job descriptions on file with University Human Resources are reviewed by
the incumbent as part of his/her evaluations.

22

Department Managers and operational staff in your area view accounting and
data processing functions as important for the reliability of University financial
reporting and for the safeguarding of University assets and not as "red tape" .

23

Employee turnover in your area, especially amongst managers and key
financial staff, is low.

24

The organizational structure in your area (reporting lines, services offered,
etc.) has not changed significantly within the last 5-10 years.

25

Department Managers have frequent interaction with Senior University
Managers.

26

If your Department is tied to a University Committee, and advisory board, or
external organization - the interaction between this body and your
Department is frequent and provides good feedback on improving operations
in your Department.

27

Department Managers are receptive to and encourages suggestions for
improvement. This includes suggestions coming from staff, senior University
management, University Administrative staff, and others around the campus
community.

28

Ways to report impropriety are effectively communicated throughout your
Department. Department Managers encourage employees to come to them
with concerns, but also encourage use of other University reporting lines
(campus confidential reporting hotline).

29

Your Department operates in multiple physical locations (has office space in
areas across campus, has off campus work sites, etc), and Department
Managers have been able to ensure that these areas are adequately
monitored/supervised and that communication between them is adequate to
ensure efficient and effective operations.

30

My Department has the Equipment, tools and other resources it needs to
carry out its operations.
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No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
RISK ASSESSMENT
Yes
1

Your Department has developed its own strategic plan that is linked to
its mission statement as well as to the mission statement and strategic
plan of the University.

2

Your Department's strategic plan includes written goals and objectives
that are measurable.

3

Your Department bases its activities on its strategic plan and the
strategic plan of the University.

4

Your Department's strategic plan is reviewed at least annually and
updated if needed.

5

Your Department has identified opportunities, both internal and
external, that exist that may help in achieving its stated goals and
objectives.

6

Your Department has identified failures that might occur and hurdles
that need to be overcome in order to achieve its stated goals and
objectives.

7

Your Department has identified risks arising from external sources
including, economic conditions, social conditions, supply conditions,
technology changes, actions of other Universities, changes in laws
and regulations, etc. that could inhibit achievement of the
Departments goals and objectives.

8

Your area has identified risks arising from internal sources including,
changes in personnel, appropriation requests, employee relations,
information systems, data processing, cash management, asset
protection/preservation, etc. that could inhibit achievement of the
Departments goals and objectives.

9

Your Department has identified ways to react to opportunities and
risks identified in Items #5-9, so that opportunities are seized on and
risks are mitigated to the lowest possible levels.

10

Your Department has identified opportunities available to the
University that may help in achieving the University's goals and
objectives, and communicates them to University Senior Managers.

11

Your Department works to identify risks, both internal and external,
that may inhibit the University from achieving its goals and objectives.
These risks are communicated to Senior Management in the
University.

12

Your Department has evaluated fraud risks to which it is exposed
(IAAS can help with this).

7

No

N/A
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
RISK ASSESSMENT
Your Department has identified areas where waste or abuse may
occur.

14

Your Department has identified controls that are not sufficient to
protect employees from accusations or that provide them with the
opportunity to commit fraud.

15

Your Department has included all employees in the Risk Assessment
process.

16

As part of its risk assessment process, your Department has sought
input from areas (University Controller, Human Resource Services,
Security, OIT, Risk Management, Environmental Health and Safety,
Internal Audit and Advisory Services, etc.) who are able to provide
valuable consulting activities.
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES
General
Your Department has developed written procedures for each of its
1
key functional areas. These are up-to-date and are readily available
to all employees.
2

Procedures have been established to detect/prevent erroneous
information, either intentional or accidental, from being posted to
University Financial Records (PeopleSoft).

3

Procedures have been established to prevent fraudulent, wasteful, or
abusive transactions from occurring and to detect this activity if it has
occurred.

4

Have procedures been established to ensure compliance with
statutes, rules, and Board of Education and University policies and
procedures?

5

Duties have been adequately segregated. In general the ability to
authorize or approve a transaction, custody of assets, recording the
transaction, and reconciliation should be separated.

6

If duties cannot be adequately segregated, additional controls have
been put in place to compensate.

7

Access rights and privileges in your Department's information
systems do not create a lack of segregation of duties.

8

Duties are adequately segregated in job descriptions and procedure
manuals.

9

Segregation of duties don't break down when an employee is gone
and another employee must "fill in".

9

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES
Receipting
Note - Most areas should not be collecting cash as part of their normal
operations
Your Department has written procedures that establish accountability
1
for cash and related items (checks, credit card receipts, etc.)
immediately upon receipt.
2

Cash and related items (checks, credit card receipts, etc.) are
physically safeguarded against theft and loss.

3

All receipts are immediately recorded when received. Recording can
be done using handwritten receipts, a receipting program on a
workstation, a cash register, etc.

4

All checks are restrictively endorsed immediately upon receipt.

5

There is a mechanism in place to detect cash shortage/overages.
These are routinely identified, analyzed, recorded, reported, and
followed-up on.

6

All cash receipts over $200 are deposited within the next business
day (deposited includes being turned over to the University
Controller).

7

When possible, deposits are made using the armored car pickup.

8

There is a way to track and record all void, discount and refund
transactions and to tie these transactions back to the person who
made them.

9

Employees responsible for the collection and custody of cash and
cash related items are not responsible for recording receipts to the
accounting record, performing reconciliation, or reviewing
voids/discounts.

10

Employees responsible for recording receipt transactions to the
accounting record are not responsible for maintaining custody of
cash, including preparation and delivery of the daily deposit.

11

Someone independent of the cash receipting process is reviewing
and approving void, discount and refund transactions.

12

If a separate accounting system is used in your area to record
financial activity, is it reconciled to University PeopleSoft records on a
monthly or more frequent basis?

13

Our system has been properly evaluated by OIT to ensure required
security measures are in place since we receive payments online or
electronically.
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Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES
Receipting, Cont'd
Note - Most areas should not be collecting cash as part of their normal
14

Managers, at least monthly, review revenue reports for
reasonableness.

15

Revenues are periodically compared to operational reports (# of
customers served, # items sold, etc.) to ensure that the amount of
revenue collected appears to be reasonable with the level of service
provided.

16

At least monthly a review of revenues posted to PeopleSoft is
reviewed to ensure that items have been posted correctly.

11

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Receivables
Note - Most areas should not be managing receivable accounts.
Adequate written procedures have been established regarding
1
accounts receivable processing.
2

Employees responsible for receiving payments are not responsible
for recording payments to customer accounts, approving writeoffs/write-downs, or reconciling the accounts receivable record to
individual customer accounts.

3

Employees responsible for recording payments to customer
accounts are not responsible for custody of payments received.

4

Employees who receive payments do not also prepare and mail
customer billings.

5

An aged receivables report is regularly monitored by someone
independent of the receivables process.

6

All account write-offs, reductions, or discounts are reviewed and
approved by someone independent of the receivables process.

7

All receivables over 60 days are followed up on.

8

Customer complaints about receivable balances are received and
followed up on by someone independent of the receivable process.

9

The accounts receivable record is, at least monthly, reconciled
against the accounting record.
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Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Expenditures (Non-Payroll and Non-PCard)
Your Department has developed written procedures regarding the
1
initiation, review, and approval of all non-payroll expenditures.
2

Employees in your Department are properly trained on University
Purchasing policies.

3

The duties for authorizing purchases, receiving goods, approval of
invoice for payment, and reconciliation/review of expenditure reports
are segregated between two or more employees.

4

Purchase requests are properly reviewed and approved prior to
being submitted to University Purchasing.

5

Employees responsible for reviewing purchases are knowledgeable
of travel, purchasing, meal and entertainment, memberships, and gift
policies established by the state, the Board of Education and the
University.

6

Employees responsible for review/approval of expenditures have
sufficient authority and support from Department Management to
reject a purchase or other request that does not meet with
established policies and procedures.

7

Only employees with delegated spending authority are approving
expenditures. Spending authorities are established through the Vice
President of Finance and Administration.

8

Employees are not allowed to sign in place of an authorized
approver. Approval signatures should be the employee's own. If an
employee regularly needs to approve items, they should be
delegated the authority to do so.

9

All purchases relating to sponsored projects are properly reviewed
and approved by the principal investigator.

10

Invoices from vendors are reviewed to ensure that goods/services
were received prior to the invoice being submitted to University
Accounts Payable.

11

If vendor invoices are paid using an accounts payable upload, the
upload is properly reviewed prior to being submitted to University
Accounts Payable.

12

Financial reports are reviewed monthly to ensure that expenditures
have been properly recorded on the University financial record.

13

Department Managers review expenditure reports for
reasonableness at least monthly.

13

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Expenditures (Non-Payroll and Non-PCard), Cont'd

Yes

14

Travel Requests are completed and approved prior to actual travel.

15

Travel Vouchers are prepared by employees within 10 days of
returning, are complete, are properly approved, and include all
supporting documentation.

16

Personal reimbursement requests are properly reviewed and
approved and include proper supporting documentation before they
are submitted to University Accounts Payable.

14

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES
P-Cards
Department cardholders receive training on use of their P-Card when
1
it is received and are regularly reminded that they are expected to
adhere to University P-Card policies and procedures. Cardholders
are also trained on general purchasing, meal and entertainment, gift,
and membership policies.
2

All P-Card Coordinators and Reviewers are trained on P-Card
policies and procedures as well as policies concerning purchasing,
meals and entertainment, gifts, and memberships.

3

University P-Card policies and procedures are strictly enforced by the
P-Card Coordinator, Business Manager, and Unit Manager.

4

All charges are reviewed and approved monthly by the cardholder.

5

All charges are reviewed by a P-Card Coordinator for proper
supporting documentation and approved a Supervisor.

6

A cardholder agreements are on file for all Department cardholders
(this is kept with the University P-Card Administrator).

7

Original documentation is kept to support every P-Card transaction.
Lost or missing receipts are supported with the required University
form. This documentation is required to be kept in the Department
by the P-Card Coordinator.

8

PeopleSoft Expenditure reports are reviewed at least monthly to
ensure that P-Card charges have been properly recorded to the
University financial record.

9

Periodically, managers review a listing of all cardholders in their area
and evaluate the need for these employees to have one.

10

Procedures are in place to ensure that cardholders turn in their cards
and that cards are properly cancelled when the cardholder
terminates employment.
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Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Human Resource Services
Your Department uses the "Supervisor's Checklist for New
1
Employees" available from University Human Resources to ensure
when hiring new employees.
2

Your Department has established an orientation program for new
hires that covers all elements specified on the "Supervisor's
Checklist".

3

Your Department has a training schedule or plan for each employee
that helps ensure that the employees receive needed training to
maintain and improve their skill sets.

4

Your Department requires supervisors to receive training in
personnel management (interviewing, problem solving, grievances,
etc.). This training is documented using a training log and/or by
maintaining copies of training certificates.

5

Your Department requires supervisor to receive training in
compliance issues involving employees (I-9, Equal Opportunity,
ADA, FMLA, FLASA, etc.). This training is documented using a
training log and/or by maintaining copies of training certificates.

6

Your Department requires training in other areas of compliance
(sponsored projects, FERPA, Environmental Health and Safety, PCI,
etc.) when appropriate. Training is documented using a training log
and/or by maintaining copies of training certificates.

7

All employees complete and sign a time sheet or leave report in a
timely fashion.

8

Supervisors review and approve time and leave reports. Supervisors
do not approve their own time sheets or leave reports.

9

Employees do not turn in their own approved time sheet and leave
reports. Employees responsible for turning in the time sheets and
leave reports for your Department may turn their own in, so long as
Payroll/HR Expense Distribution reports are being reviewed to
ensure that hours have not been changed.

10

A centralized leave calendar is used by the Department to record
when employees have been out. Such a calendar helps ensure that
a proper review is done on time and leave reports.

11

Payroll/HR Expense reports are reviewed timely to ensure that
employees were paid accurately.
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Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES
Asset Management

Yes

The University maintains an inventory record of all equipment with an
acquisition value of $2,000 or more. These items are required to be tagged
and recorded with University Inventory Control.
All equipment is properly maintained and kept in safe working order.
1
Note: Any vehicles used by your Department must receive a safety
inspection from FOAM twice a year.
2

If equipment is allowed to be removed from campus by employees or
is assigned to an individual inventory such assignment is
documented.

3

If your Department has an inventory stock intended for resale (e.g.
Bookstore), large stores of supplies (parts, lumber, paper, etc.), or
items that are controlled by law (chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
biological agents, etc.), it has established an inventory tracking
system to account for all purchases, sales/use, disposals, and
returns.

4

Employees responsible for inventory that is regulated by law (e.g.
chemicals, biological agents, pharmacy items , equipment covered
by export controls, etc.) receive adequate training and are properly
licensed (if required).

5

All equipment and other inventory is kept physically secure to prevent
theft.

6

Annually, your Department performs an inventory count for all
internal inventory records as well as for a list of equipment recorded
by University inventory control.

7

All stolen or unlocated equipment/inventory is reported immediately
to Campus Security.

8

All inventory shortages/overages are immediately investigated and
resolved.
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No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Safety and Security
Your Department has procedures in place to respond to
1
emergencies and major disruptions in operations. Note, campus
security, OIT, Environmental Health and Safety, and Risk
Management are available to assist with these procedures.
2

Exterior doors and windows are locked during non-business hours.

3

Campus security and crime reports are regularly reviewed.

4

Interior office doors are secured .

5

File cabinets and storage areas with sensitive information are
physically secured.

6

An inventory of keys is kept for the department. The inventory
should include all keys to exterior doors, office doors, and sensitive
storage areas. It should track to whom the keys are assigned. A
listing of keys to exterior and interior doors can be obtained from
FOAM.

7

Your Department ensures that assigned keys are turned in when an
employee is terminated.

8

An emergency evacuation plan has been prepared for your
Department and communicated to employees.

9

A building coordinator is on file with University Environmental Health
and Safety.

10

Building coordinators receive proper training and instruction on their
assigned duties.

11

Responsibility for safety is recorded in the employee's job
description.

12

Periodically, your Department evaluates overall safety in its area.
Contact University Environmental Health and Safety for more
information.

13

Safety training is provided to employees, students, and others who
will be working in the area. This is especially true of areas that have
potentially dangerous substances or equipment.

18

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Information Technology (IT)
An IT Inventory is kept that includes all hardware, software, devices,
1
etc. that are located in the Department and to whom these items are
assigned.
2

The types of sensitive information kept in your area have been
identified and procedures have been put in place to prevent improper
access.

3

Logins and passwords are not shared between employees in your
area.

4

Group logins and passwords are not used in your area.

5

Logins and passwords are properly managed in your area. This
includes removing old employees in a timely fashion, requiring
periodic password changes, etc.

6

If your Department maintains its own server, you have implemented
security standards which meet or exceed those established by the
University's Information Security Officer.

7

Employees in your Department routinely run up-to-date anti-spy ware
and anti-virus applications on their machines.

8

Our information systems has a means of recording system activity
for historical analysis. If so, this record is routinely monitored.

9

Do you have a written disaster recovery/business
continuity/resumption plan for your information systems.

10

Adequate system backups are performed. Contact OIT for
information on how systems under their control are backed up.

11

Persons responsible for information systems in your area are
adequately trained and have applicable experience.

12

Computer hardware is kept physically secure.

13

Our area has recently assessed IT Security threats to our information
systems.

14

Processes surrounding administration of our information systems are
documented.

15

Your information system is adequately documented.

19

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Sponsored Projects
All principal investigators and employees responsible for sponsored
1
project activities receive adequate training.
2

A sponsored project coordinator has been established in your area to
provide assistance to all principal investigators to ensure that
reporting requirements are met, financial transactions are
appropriate, etc.

3

The sponsored project coordinator for your area has received
adequate training and understands the needs of principal
investigators.

4

Financial activities related to each sponsored project are reviewed at
least monthly by the principal investigator and by a financial
administrator in your area to ensure compliance with requirements.

5

Progress reports and other filings are properly submitted to
University Sponsored Projects.

6

Conflict of Interest Policies are clearly communicated throughout
your area.

20

Yes

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
Yes
1

Management is provided with external and internal
information that allows them to measure progress towards
stated goals and objectives.

2

Detailed and timely information is provided to the right people,
enabling them to carry out their responsibilities effectively and
efficiently.

3

Job expectations and performance goals are communicated
both formally (evaluations, job descriptions, procedure
manuals, etc.) as well as informally (regular staff meetings,
training sessions, etc.).

4

Information Systems in your area are capable of providing
timely, reliable, and useful financial and operating
information.

5

Information Systems in your Department are based on your
Department's strategic plan and the needs identified in your
Department risk assessment. This includes not only
workstations and software, but other technology as well such
as cell phones, blackberries, etc.

6

Management is receptive to suggestion for employees for
changing productivity and quality. This includes establishing
communication channels for making suggestions,
encouraging employees to make recommendations, and
acknowledge good suggestions.

7

Communication in your Department, both vertically and
horizontally, is open and adequate.

8

Communication between your Department and other areas
on campus is adequate.

9

The unit communicates how to report suspected
improprieties to University Administration. This includes
advertising the University tip line operated by IAAS.

10

Communications received from students, vendors, external
policies concerning problems or concerns are followed up on
in a timely manner

21

No

N/A

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENTAL INTERNAL CONTROL SELF ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
MONITORING
Yes
1

Your Department reviews operational and financial
reports at least monthly. Potential problem areas are
identified and addressed timely. Initialing or signing
reports serves as evidence of such a review.

2

Your Department compares its annual operating budget
to actual financial performance.

3

Your Department has undergone an internal control
review by IAAS (these are currently planned on a five
year rotation).

4

Your Department has undergone a recent accreditation,
peer review, or other type of review conducted by an
independent external party. (At least within the last five
years).

5

At least annually, your Department reviews current
processes and procedures and updates them as
necessary. This includes re-evaluating controls and
written procedures.

6

Your Department is responsive to recommended internal
control improvements identified by internal auditors, the
University Controller's office, external auditors, etc.

7

Staff meetings, planning sessions, and other meetings
provide feedback on whether controls are in place and
operating effectively.

8

The work of employees who are responsible for applying
key controls or who perform critical activities are carefully
monitored.
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No

N/A

Fraud Triangle
Overview
The following describes what is known as the fraud triangle. In order for fraud to occur, all three
elements have to be present. The University and its individual Departments can takes steps to
influence all three legs. University employees should be cognizant of pressures and how they
relate to the University’s overall fraud risk. Rationalizations can be reduced by promoting a
strong sense of ethical behavior amongst employees and creating a positive work environment.
By implementing strong internal controls, the University can remove much of the opportunity for
fraud to occur and can increase the chances of detecting it.
Pressure

Rationalization

Opportunity

Pressure
Pressure is what causes a person to commit fraud. Pressure can include almost anything
including medical bills, expensive tastes, addiction problems, etc. Most of the time, pressure
comes from a significant financial need/problem. Often this need/problem is non-sharable in the
eyes of the fraudster. That is, the person believes, for whatever reason, that their problem must
be solved in secret. However, some frauds are committed simply out of greed alone.

Opportunity
Opportunity is the ability to commit fraud. Because fraudsters don’t wish to be caught, they must
also believe that their activities will not be detected. Opportunity is created by weak internal
controls, poor management oversight, and/or through use of ones position and authority. Failure
to establish adequate procedures to detect fraudulent activity also increases the opportunities
fraud for to occur. Of the three elements, opportunity is the leg that organizations have the most
control over. It is essential that organizations build processes, procedures and controls that don’t
needlessly put employees in a position to commit fraud and that effectively detect fraudulent
activity if it occurs.

Rationalization
Rationalization is a crucial component in most frauds. Rationalization involves a person
reconciling his/her behavior (stealing) with the commonly accepted notions of decency and trust.
Some common rationalizations for committing fraud are:







The person believes committing fraud is justified to save a family member or loved one
The person believes they will lose everything – family, home, car, etc. if they don’t take
the money
The person believes that no help is available from outside.
The person labels the theft as “borrowing”, and fully intends to pay the stolen money back
at some point.
The person, because of job dissatisfaction (salaries, job environment, treatment by
managers, etc.), believes that something is owed to him/her
The person is unable to understand or does not care about the consequence of their
actions or of accepted notions of decency and trust.
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Red Flags of Fraud
Overview
Managers and employees responsible for stewardship of University resources should be
aware of red flags of fraud. These are only warning signs that may indicate that fraud risk
might be higher, they are not evidence that fraud is actually occurring. Also, many
employees demonstrate one or more flags on the list. Therefore, the presence of one or two
flags is not something to be overly concerned about. However, if multiple flags are present
that span the three groupings AND accounting irregularities or weak controls are identified,
then IAAS should be contacted.
Common
 Wheeler and Dealer
Personality
 Domineering/Controlling
Traits Of
 Don’t like people reviewing their work
Fraudsters
 Strong Desire for Personal Gain
 Have a “Beat the System Attitude”
 Live Beyond Their Means
 Close relationship with customers or vendors
 Unable to Relax
 Often have a “too good to be true” work performance
 Don’t take vacation or sick time or only take leave in small amounts.
 Often work excessive overtime
 Outwardly, appear to be very trustworthy.
 Often display some sort of drastic change in personality or behavior
Common
 Medical Problems – Especially for a loved one
Sources of
 Unreasonable performance goals
Pressure
 Spouse loses a job
 Divorce
 Starting a New Business or Current Business is Struggling
 Criminal Conviction
 Civil Lawsuit
 Purchase of a new home, a second home, or a home remodel
 Need to Maintain a Certain Lifestyle (Champaign Tastes or Keep Up With the Jones) –
person (or their spouse) either likes expensive things or feels pressure to “keep up with” or
“out-do” others in regards to material positions.
 Excessive Gambling
 Drug or Alcohol Addiction
Changes in
 Suddenly appears to be buying more material items – houses, cars, boats, clothes, jewelry,
Behavior
electronics, etc.
 Brags about new purchases
 Starts to carry unusual amounts of cash
 Creditors/Bill Collectors show up at work or call frequently
 Borrows money from coworkers
 Becomes more irritable or moody
 Becomes unreasonably upset when questioned
 Becomes territorial over their area of responsibility
 Won’t take vacation or sick time or only takes it in small increments
 Works unneeded overtime
 Turns down promotions
 Start coming in early or staying late
 Redo or Rewrite work to “make it neat”
 May start to mention family or financial problems.
 Exhibits signs of a drug or gambling addiction (absenteeism, become manipulative, look ill,
inconsistent or illogical behavior, loss of sleep or appetite, etc.)
 Exhibits signs of dissatisfaction (decrease in productivity, change attire, irregular schedules,
frequent complaining about inequities or work issues)
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